
Throughout the week please feel free to add as many pictures as you like of things that you are doing at home. I hope to make a 
slideshow each week to share with the class of the photo’s you send to me. 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
My Fuzzy Friend: 
Send me a picture of you and 

your fuzzy friend. 

Shape Riddle Shape Riddle Shape Riddle Phonics 
-Missing sound: Make a 

part of a word eg: ..ap, 

tell the child the word is 

tap and they have to fix 

it. 

Tricky Word: come 
-See and say 

-Make sentences with come 

-See if you can find it in a 

story. Or write a sentence 

and have the child find it. 

Phonics j, ai, oa 
Sound snake: trace along the 

snake and say each sound as 

you meet it. (print or make 

your own) 

Phonics: 
**Read and match: 

Seesaw activity New Tricky Word: your 

-See and say (write out the 

word and tell the child this 

word is your. 

-Make up sentences with your. 

News 
Plan what to draw/write 

together. Choose a short 

sentence. Write it out for 

your child-either on the page 

to write under or on a 

different page to copy from. 

If they want to add more, 

encourage them to ‘have a go’ 

and sound out words. 

Send me a picture please!  
Maths 
Shape song by Singing Walrus 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=OEbRDtCAFdU 

shape song by the Learning 

Station 

*Shape sort      Seesaw activity 

Rhymes: 
Little boy blue or On the Farm 

Reading 
**Read the –an words-. 

What part stays the 

same? What changes? 

Can you think of any 

more –an words.  

-write some -an words 

 

Reading 
**Read the –an story, 

record it for teacher and 

illustrate. Seesaw 

Phonics: ie, ee, or 
Practice the 3 sounds-sing 

the song/add action  

think of words that contain 

the sounds: tie, lie, pie, bee, 

seed, feet, corn, fork, horn  

-Draw 1 or 2 things for 

each sound 

Theme: The Farm 

~Song: Oats, peas, beans 

and barley grow.  
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=SZq3m0cZ_bk 
What does a seed need to 
grow? 
Guess which pot will grow best 

Maths: 

Shape Pizza: 

Printable-colour the shapes 

Or Draw your own shape 

pizza 

Letter Formation: r 
Practice formation of r: video 

on Seesaw. Practice can be 

done on page/seesaw. Maths: 
Counting activities: 

1-10  

Skip a number and see 

can they find out which. 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk
/learning-to-count/teddy-
numbers 
 

SESE 
Making butter 

Equipment: cream, glass 

jar with lid. 

Creative time 
patterned fields with 

paint or colours.  

Make animals from 

lego/playdough/recycle

d materials 

Draw a pig 

What will our plant look 

like? Design a new seed 

packet. 

 

Gaeilge 
*Song: Hé Hó Mo Dhaideo 

*Comhrá: Tá mé ag…. 

**seesaw                                             

P.E 
Design an obstacle course. 

Or 

Throwing and catching 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OEbRDtCAFdU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OEbRDtCAFdU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZq3m0cZ_bk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZq3m0cZ_bk
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/teddy-numbers
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/teddy-numbers
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/teddy-numbers
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